The SCBA Confidence
Trailer was constructed
by the Sullivan County
Volunteer Fireman’s
Association to aid in the training of
firefighters in our region. Its two level
design was laid out so that it offers
challenges to both new firefighters and
veterans alike.
The first floor resembles a house,
complete with rooms, closets, a working
window for entry and exit, and even a
garage with a car! This is unlike most
maze trailers in that the lay out better
reflects what firefighters will encounter in
a structure.
The second floor,
or “the attic”,
incorporates
challenges for the
more skilled SCBA
user. It features
rafters, narrow
passageways, a section of missing floor
with a foam pit underneath, and a 24”
wide pipe to navigate through.
The interior of the trailer has lights
throughout, switched at the control panel,
and there are a number of emergency
entrance/exit points in case a firefighter
needs assistance.
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RENTAL FEES
The SCBA Confidence Trailer is available for
rental. Rental fees help pay for the trailer’s
operating costs, maintenance and upkeep.
For budgeting purposes we have tried to make
our rental fees as easy to calculate as possible.

RENTAL FEE $500
•
•
•
•

Rate is for a 2 week rental.
Fee for each additional week is $150.
May be rented for up to 4 weeks.
Rental should be scheduled no less		
than one month in advance.
• A contract must be signed before any 		
agreement is official.

DELIVERY FEE - $1 PER MILE

• To calculate your delivery charge we
suggest using Google Maps to determine
the mileage from our location to your’s.
Use 3287 Weaver Pike, Bristol, TN
for the starting location.
• Because our tractor will make two 		
round trips to your location (delivery 		
and pick-up), multiply the distance 		
from your location to our’s by 			
four to determine your delivery fee.
For more information about the trailer, additional
pictures, and a downloadable packet, visit our
Association’s website at scffassociation.com/
confidencetrailer. From the site you may also
contact us with questions or would like to rent
the unit. We will get back to you promptly.
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The trailer is equipped with a high output
smoke machine that is piped throughout
with valves that let you control where the
smoke is discharged.

SOUND

The trailer has stereo speakers located
throughout its interior if you have a sound
effect CD you’d like to use.

ADDITIONAL USES
FIRE SAFETY EDUCATION
LIGHTING

The interior of the trailer is equipped with
both white and red LED lights that can be
independently switched. Scene lights have
been mounted on the exterior of the trailer
to assist with night time training.

MONITORING

Cameras are located throughout the trailer,
with night vision capability, to monitor (and
record if needed) interior operations.

The trailer is an
useful training
tool for the public.
Children (and adults)
may experience
a controllable,
(simulated) smoke-filled environment,
that resembles their home, and learn
how to preplan an escape route and put
it into action.

RECRUITMENT

The trailer is an attention grabbing tool
that can be used to spark the interest
of potential recruits in joining your
department at a recruitment event.

OPTIONAL ENTRY/EXIT POINTS

There are entrances into the first floor
bedroom and second floor attic area
on the side of the trailer.
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POWER

The trailer has plug on its exterior where
a shoreline power cable may be run to an
external power source. If this is not possible,
a propane generator is located under
the trailer that can supply all the power
necessary to run the trailer.

ENTRANCE AND EXIT

The trailer was formerly a moving trailer
and has a number of doors allowing
entry to its interior. Sturdy metal steps
(as shown) are included.
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